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Instantly…

Rafael’s face became gloomier. He did not expect that this incident would cause Jacob to take action and
fire a secretary in public!

“Mr. Jensen is still very tough,” Rafael said casually.

Behind him, Javi suddenly stepped forward and asked with a sneer, “Mr. Jensen, the guy who said that a
world arena will be set up for national martial artists to challenge all martial arts families from all over the
world, are his words true?

“From your culture, I understand that a gentleman must hold true to his words.

“Mr. Jensen, if you’re afraid, you must punish this arrogant fellow right now!”

When Javi’s voice fell, countless Fusha people, including those from other martial arts forces, all started to
criticize Philip!

It was because they believed that Jacob would not listen to the words of a braggart.

Set up a world arena?

Challenge the martial arts families all over the world? This was nothing but a joke. This man was courting
death!

The current national martial artists could not even beat Fusha!

On the other hand, Philip still looked indifferent.

Jacob frowned, looked at Philip, and said softly, “Young Master Clarke, the world arena is not a joke. It’ll
cause an uproar. Besides, we don’t have many outstanding young talents in national martial arts. This is also
why people from all over the world are keeping a close eye on us.”

However, Philip just said calmly, “Don’t worry, I have a plan. Just set up a match and let the martial arts
forces around the world take the challenge.”

Upon hearing this, Jacob trembled.

Was Young Master Clarke so confident?

“Young Master Clarke, are you thinking…” Jacob instantly thought of a certain possibility.

Philip twisted his eyebrows and became stern. “You guessed it.”

After receiving Philip’s affirmation, Jacob was startled at first before getting extremely excited!



If they participated and represented the national martial arts against the martial arts forces of various
countries, then national martial arts would undoubtedly win!

They were the foundation of the entire country!

With them around, no other forces could covet national martial arts!

Instantly, Jacob’s back straightened. He directly addressed the audience and declared, “I, Jacob Jensen, as
the director of the World Martial Arts Association, hereby announce to the whole world that the national
martial arts circle will set up a world arena in seven days. Anyone who has any dissatisfaction is welcomed
to challenge!

“If national martial arts is defeated, we will immediately withdraw from the World Martial Arts
Association!”

Boom!

In the next half an hour, Jacob’s words spread to martial arts families around the world!

At this moment, the whole world knew that the national martial arts circle was setting up a world arena to
challenge all the martial artists in the world.

Uproar!

From this moment on, Philip Clarke’s name was spread among martial arts families and forces around the
world!

Furthermore, someone had secretly filmed the video at that time, translated Philip’s original words into
dozens of languages, and spread them all over the world!

The martial arts families and forces all over the world were astounded!

What an arrogant kid!

Jacob Jensen actually agreed to this kind of proposal!

Suddenly, Philip’s reputation spread in the domestic martial arts circles.

Naturally, there was a mix of praises and criticisms.

“Who’s this guy named Philip Clarke? He actually got the support of Mr. Jacob Jensen.” At a closed-door
meeting among the martial arts circles, many representatives from the martial arts world were at the scene.
They were discussing this matter enthusiastically.
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